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Abstract—Facility layout problems have drawn much attention
over the years, as evidenced by many different versions and formulations in the manufacturing context. This paper is motivated
by semiconductor manufacturing, where the floor space is highly
expensive (such as in a cleanroom environment) but there is also
considerable material handling amongst machines. This is an integrated optimization task that considers both material movement
and manufacturing area. Specifically, a new approach combining
multiobjective tabu search with linear programming is proposed
for an extended double row layout problem, in which the objective is to determine exact locations of machines in both rows to
minimize material handling cost and layout area where material
flows are asymmetric. First, a formulation of this layout problem
is established. Second, an optimization framework is proposed that
utilizes multiobjective tabu search and linear programming to determine a set of non-dominated solutions, which includes both sequences and positions of machines. This framework is applied to
various manufacturing situations, and compared with an exact approach and a popular multiobjective genetic algorithm optimization algorithm. Experimental results show that the proposed approach is able to obtain sets of Pareto solutions that are far better
than those obtained by the alternative approaches.
Note to Practitioners—Manufacturing facility layouts are typically designed with the singular focus of promoting minimumdistance material flows, as material handling costs increase with
travel distance. However, the square footage required by a layout
also contributes to manufacturing costs, as is especially true in
cleanroom environments typically found in semiconductor manufacturing. This paper proposes a methodology for determining a
set of Pareto optimal solutions, highlighting the tradeoff between
minimizing material flow cost versus facility size. We demonstrate
this approach on a commonly used layout configuration, where two
rows of machines are separated by an aisle. Despite the straightforward problem description, determining optimal solutions to this
problem is challenging. Our approach is shown to work efficiently
on problems of realistic size and provide implementable machine
layouts.
Index Terms—Facility layout problems, linear programming,
multiobjective optimization, tabu search (TS).
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I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE FACILITY layout problem is well known and has
been studied for decades (c.f., [1] and [2]). Traditionally,
this problem has focused solely on minimizing the cost of material flow as a surrogate for minimizing material handling costs.
However, for some industries and situations, the area is also an
important factor to be considered. Such a situation has widespread application in high value manufacturing environments
(e.g., cleanrooms), where material flow can be complex and
construction costs are approximately $3,500 per square foot or
higher [3]. Unfortunately, minimizing material handling costs
and minimizing layout area are often competing objectives. Furthermore, due to the vastly differing scales of these objectives,
it may be difficult to combine them into a meaningful single objective. Instead, a multiobjective approach is proposed to determine the Pareto front of optimal solutions. The benefit of such
an approach is to provide decision makers with the ability to
choose the most appropriate layout that balances the tradeoffs
between space consumption and material handling efficiency.
We propose a multiobjective approach to determine Pareto
optimal solutions in the context of a double row layout problem
(DRLP). The DRLP, first proposed by [4], seeks to determine
the exact location for each machine in one of two rows (upper
or lower) to minimize the total material handling cost. This
problem requires the determination of not only the sequence of
machines in each row (relative placement), but also of the actual
location of each machine (absolute placement). The complexity
of this problem is due to the incorporation of both combinatorial and continuous aspects. The DRLP has practical application in many industries because determining an exact location
for each machine in both rows can result in a layout with less
material handling cost than only considering sequence. Such a
layout configuration is common in the bay/chase layouts often
employed in semiconductor manufacturing.
Unfortunately, the standard DRLP focuses only on minimizing the cost of material flow, where the area consumed is
ignored. Therefore, we define the extended DRLP (EDRLP)
that addresses the impact of area consumption, an important
factor for many industries. A new approach combining multiobjective tabu search (MTS) with linear programming (LP)
is proposed for obtaining a set of Pareto solutions for the
EDRLP. MTS is used to handle the combinatorial part of the
EDRLP—the machine sequence—and linear programming
is used to optimize the exact location of each machine on
its assigned row. To improve the computational efficiency of
MTS, a neighborhood reducing strategy is used to exclude
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those neighbors that cannot improve the quality of the current
solution from the neighborhood set.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. A review
of related facility layout problems is provided in Section II. The
EDRLP and its formulation are presented in Section III. A characterization of EDRLP solutions is provided in Section IV, followed by details of the proposed MTS-LP in Section V. The
effectiveness of MTS-LP is computationally verified through
various problem instances with different sizes in Section VI. We
conclude this paper with summary remarks in Section VII. An
illustrative case, providing an annotated discussion for various
layouts that may be produced by the MTS-LP approach, is provided as an online electronic supplement to this paper.

TABLE I
DECISION VARIABLES

II. RELATED LITERATURE
Research on facility layout problems is vast and spans several decades. Recent reviews of such problems may be found in
[2], [5], and [6]. Among these problems, the single-, multiple-,
and double row layout problems (SRLP, MRLP, and DRLP, respectively) and the corridor allocation problem (CAP) are most
related to our work. Although there has been a fair number of
papers on the SRLP (c.f., [7]–[11]), the MRLP (c.f., [12]–[14]),
and the CAP (c.f., [15], [16]), to the best of our knowledge there
exist only four published works devoted to the DRLP. The first
mixed integer programming formulation appears in [4], along
with five heuristics for the single objective of minimizing material flow cost. These heuristics were reported to produce solutions with large optimality gaps. These large gaps may be related to the discovery in [17] that the model in [4] allows layouts
that ignore the minimum clearance requirements between some
adjacent machines. A corrected formulation for the DRLP was
provided by [17], although no solution approach was proposed.
[18] proposed an optimal solution approach to a variant of the
DRLP in which there are no minimum clearances between adjacent tools. This approach was tested on problems with up to
12 machines. In our previous work [19], an extended double
row layout problem (EDRLP) was proposed in which nonzero
aisle widths are allowed and the optimization objectives of both
cost and layout area are considered. The two objectives were linearly combined to form a single objective, and CPLEX was used
to solve this EDRLP. Unfortunately, the linear combination of
the material handling and space consumption objectives creates challenges when these terms are of vastly different orders.
The present work seeks to alleviate this issue by constructing a
Pareto front of solutions related to both objectives.
III. THE EXTENDED DOUBLE ROW LAYOUT PROBLEM
(EDRLP)
As in the original DRLP formulation of [4], the EDRLP considers machines to be allocated to two rows, where repreand represents
sents the set of machines
. Each pair of mathe set of rows
chines
and
must be separated by a minimum
, where
and
clearance, denoted as
for all
. The material handling cost
, which incorporates
between pairs of machines is given by
the flow frequency times the unit handling cost. Each machine
has a width , and it is assumed that the load/unload port
of each tool is located at the midpoint of the machine’s width.

The EDRLP extends the DRLP in two aspects. First, a
nonzero width aisle between two rows is considered, denoted
by . Second, the objective of minimizing total layout area is
considered along with the objective of minimizing material
handling cost. The determination of total layout area requires
knowledge of each machine’s depth, . A mixed integer
programming formulation is established for the EDRLP as
per [19]. In this formulation, we make the assumption that
rectilinear travel for material flow goes across and along the
aisle, however, material flow within the same row does not
travel into the aisle. Decision variables for the EDRLP are
defined in Table I.
The EDRLP has two objectives, namely the total cost of material flow and the layout area. The formulation below serves to
minimize those two objectives simultaneously
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)

(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
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(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
The objective function (1) consists of two sub-objectives that
are to be minimized simultaneously. The sub-objective in (2)
describes the total weighted asymmetric material handling cost.
This is the total unit cost of flow between machines and
multiplied by the rectilinear distance between these machines
(including the absolute value of the horizontal distance between
machine pairs and the width of the aisle, , in the event that
the machines are in opposite rows). The sub-objective in (3)
describes the overall area of the layout.
Constraints (4) and (5) ensure that each machine is placed in
exactly one row. Constraints (6) and (7) guarantee that the minimum clearance between adjacent machines is satisfied. The absolute value of the horizontal distance between machines is determined by Constraint (8). Constraints (9)–(11) relate binary
and
, such that when machines and
decision variables
are both assigned to row (i.e.,
), either
or
should be equal to 1; otherwise,
. Constraints (12)–(14) are employed to determine lower bounds on
the width (horizontal dimension) and area of a layout. The objective function term that seeks to minimize the total layout
area, , serves to make constraints (12) and (14) binding. Constraint (15) determines the total area of the resulting layout as
the sum of the areas of row 1, row 2, and the corridor (aisle) separating the rows. Constraint (16) determines whether machines
and are in the same row. Finally, (17)–(23) describe the decision variable definitions. The constant
is a sufficiently large
number, and is given by

As an extension of the DRLP, the EDRLP is NP-hard. For
such problems, the computational time of any exact approach
will increase exponentially with the number of machines, such
that it is impossible to obtain an optimal solution within an acceptable computational time for a large size problem. In the next
two sections, we describe a new solution approach that works
well for problems of realistic size.
IV. CHARACTERIZING EDRLP SOLUTIONS
Solving the EDRLP requires not only determining the sequences of machines in both rows (binary decision variables),
but also the exact locations of machines (continuous decision
variables). Thus, if two layouts have the same sequences of machines but different machine locations, they are two different

Fig. 1. Representation of a discrete solution .

solutions. For this reason, we draw the distinction between discrete solutions (defined by the sequence of machines in both
rows) and continuous solutions (including the absolute location
of each machine for a given sequence). Let be defined to be a
discrete solution, an example of which is shown in Fig. 1.
The distinction between discrete and continuous solutions
is important in the proposed two-part approach for efficiently
obtaining the Pareto front. Specifically, our approach employs multiobjective tabu search (MTS) to find the set of
nondominated discrete solutions. For a particular discrete
in the forsolution—whereby binary variables , , and
mulation are fixed—finding optimal locations of machines is a
pure linear programming (LP) problem, which is readily solved
by LP software (e.g., CPLEX). The final Pareto solutions of
EDRLP are generated from this set of non-dominated continuous solutions. The key issues of MTS-LP consist of: 1) how
to determine non-dominated continuous solutions for a discrete
solution; 2) how to produce the set of Pareto solutions from the
set of non-dominated continuous solutions; and 3) how to find
the set of non-dominated discrete solutions by the MTS. The
first and second questions will be answered in this section and
the third one in Section V.
A. Determining Nondominated Continuous Solutions Using
Linear Programming
There are two special continuous solutions that may be constructed for a particular discrete solution —one that minimizes
the area and one that minimizes the cost. Recall that the area of
a layout is defined to be the area of the smallest rectangle enclosing all machines. Given a sequence of machines, the depth
dimension is determined by the deepest machine in each row.
The minimum feasible width of a layout for a fixed sequence
is found by separating adjacent machines by their minimum allowable clearances. We denote the minimal-area layout by continuous solution , as shown in Fig. 2(a). The width and depth
and
, respectively, and its area is
of are expressed by
.
is a continuous solution with minimal area, it may
While
not have minimal material handling cost. The following method,
termed linear programming method 1 (LPM1), is designed to
find such a solution quickly.
Step 1) The discrete solution is used to fix all binary de, and
in the formulation
cision variables ,
from Section III, such that the formulation becomes
a pure linear program. We denote this LP as formulation .
(cost) as the only objective funcStep 2) Considering
tion, CPLEX is used to solve , obtaining values
). This
of all continuous decision variables (e.g.,
indicates the exact locations of machines in continuous space. A continuous solution with minimal
cost is shown in Fig. 2(b).
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lution, a constraint
is added to the formulation
). All binary
(where is the depth of each solution in
decision variables are fixed according to the discrete solution
, and then linear programming is used to obtain a continuous
is the one whose cost is
solution , as shown in Fig. 2(c).
. From Fig. 2, it
minimal among the solutions with width
and have the same width
but their
can be seen that
absolute machine locations are different. Note that dominates
(abbreviated as
), since they have the same area but
cannot have a greater cost.
As mentioned above, the width of a non-dominated continmust be in the range
(or,
uous solution in
). We have seen how to generate two of
equivalently,
(minthese continuous solutions— (minimum cost) and
imum cost for the minimum area). Between them lie an infinite
number of solutions comprising the set of non-dominated continuous solutions associated with a particular discrete solution
, denoted by
.
Although it is impossible to identify every continuous solu, we can modify the procedure used to generate
tion in
to find an approximation of
. This procedure, termed linear
programming method 2 (LPM2), will determine the minimumby
cost continuous solution for any given width
relaxing the area constraint to reduce cost.
Step 1) The discrete solution is used to fix all binary deci, and
from the formulation
sion variables ,
in Section III. The resulting LP is denoted as formulation .
Step 2) Add the following area constraint to and consider
(cost) as the only objective function, obtaining
:
the formulation

where

Fig. 2. A comparison of a minimal-area layout (continuous solution ), a minimal-cost layout (continuous solution ), and a minimal-cost layout subject to
an area constraint (continuous solution ) for a particular discrete solution .

It can be observed that
has a larger width (and, therefore,
a larger area) than , which means that reducing the material
handling cost in this case requires additional clearances between
some machines. At this point, we have identified two extreme
continuous solutions, each of which minimizes exactly one of
the two objectives for a given sequence of machines. Thus, we
know that there is no continuous solution for with a width
. Furthermore, we know that any continuous soluless than
must be dominated by .
tion for with a width greater than
Therefore, the width of non-dominated continuous solutions for
.
a particular discrete solution must be in the range
Next, we describe a method for finding the set of all nondomi) from the set of all
nated continuous solutions (denoted as
) for a given discrete solution ( ).
continuous solutions (
is
1) Constructing Pareto Continuous Solutions: While
a solution with minimal width, another continuous solution of
may also exist with a lower cost. To find such a sowidth

is the decision variable for area and
. Note that
is constant for a given discrete solution .
is solved by CPLEX to obtain its
Step 3) Linear program
optimal solution for a given and . This solution
has minimal cost among the continuous solutions in
whose width is less than or equal to .
In practice, let
increase from
to
by a small step size,
for each
value, obtaining
and then use CPLEX to solve
instead of
. The
produced by LPM2 is
a set
illustrated in Fig. 3, where each point on the line represents a
.
continuous solution in
Each discrete solution may produce a different line in the
objective function space. In fact, the Pareto front of the EDRLP
takes the form of multiple disconnected segments, such that
each segment corresponds to a unique machine sequence and solutions within a segment represent changes in the absolute position of the machines in real-valued space. Hence, the EDRLP is
a truly disconnected multiobjective optimization problem [20],
as its Pareto front is in the form of multiple disconnected segments. This is challenging to existing multiobjective optimization algorithms because these algorithms try to join the segments when in fact that is not possible.
In the next section we employ MTS to find a set of non-domimay
nated discrete solutions, where the corresponding set
be generated for each of those discrete solutions.
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Fig. 3. Non-dominated continuous solutions of a discrete solution , com. The discrete solution is evaluated at .
prising points in set

V. MULTIOBJECTIVE TS WITH LINEAR PROGRAMMING
Tabu search has proven to be effective for combinatorial optimization problems (c.f., [21]), and has been applied to job
shop scheduling [22], vehicle routing problems [23] and facility
layout problems [10]. As a metaheuristic, TS starts with an initial (generally random) solution, . In each iteration the current solution is updated to one of its neighboring solutions via
a move, which is a mechanism that switches from one solution
to another. All possible moves from current solution com, such that all solutions reachable by
prise the move set,
one move from represent ’s neighborhood. To avoid search
cycles and to lead the search to regions with favorable objective
values, some aspect of the search history is stored in a tabu list,
, that prohibits moves to certain neighboring solutions. Thus,
and is applied to
the best non-tabu move is selected from
the current solution, , resulting in a new solution . The cur),
rent solution is replaced by the new solution (i.e.,
and some aspect of the move used to create is added to the
tabu list, .
A. Finding Non-Dominated Discrete Solutions Using MTS
In this paper, a MTS is applied to find a set of non-dominated
discrete solutions. In this MTS, all solutions refer to discrete
solutions and non-dominated discrete solutions are stored in the
. The set of all non-dominated continuous solutions
set
is constructed by

The set of final Pareto solutions of EDRLP is generated by
(24)
The steps of MTS are as follows.
Step 1) Initialization. A feasible initial solution is randomly
,
produced as the current solution . Let
and
. Initialize the length
of the tabu list as a random integer in the range of
.
Step 2) Randomly select a single objective as the active one
from the two objectives in (1).

5

Step 3) A move is defined as the swap of locations of any
of the
two machines. Construct the move set
are applied
current solution . Moves in the set
to the current solution to form its neighborhood set
. Calculate the objective function value of each
.
neighbor in set
consists of all non-tabu
Step 4) Candidate solutions set
and those that are in
and
solutions in
but dominate any solution in set
(an aspiration criterion).
from set
Step 5) Select the best non-tabu solution
to replace the current solution, i.e.,
. Update
using .
tabu list and
Step 6) A local search insertion is used to change the location of a machine from one row to the other. Conof , and then select the
struct the insertion set
from
. If the objective funcbest solution
is better than that of , then let
tion value of
; otherwise,
is discarded. Update set
using .
Step 7) A restart is used to ensure search diversity. If set
is not updated for
iterations,
is randomly sethen one of solutions in
lected to replace the current solution , and the tabu
. Then the search restarts from this new
list
current solution.
. If
is a multiple of 20, update
Step 8) Let
the length of the tabu list as a random integer in the
. If the number of
range of
set is not updated is
iterations for which
, return to Step 2; otherwise, the
less than
algorithm stops.
1) Evaluation of a Discrete Solution: To find a set of
non-dominated discrete solutions, it is necessary to evaluate
the quality of a discrete solution. A discrete solution may
correspond to an infinite number of non-dominated continuous
. So, it is required to determine which solusolutions in
is the most appropriate to evaluate the discrete
tion from
and
are chosen to
solution . The two boundary points
evaluate (i.e., is evaluated by the point in the objective
space, as shown in Fig. 3). This means that is evaluated by
the area objective value of and the cost objective value of .
and
have the same area.
As discussed in Section IV,
is easily calculated by using the minimal
Since the area of
is comclearances between adjacent machines, the area of
puted in the evaluation process, instead of . The cost objective
value of can be calculated by LPM1. This evaluation requires
running CPLEX (in LPM1) for each discrete solution, which is
time consuming. To reduce the computational time for solution
evaluation, this method is only used to evaluate the best solu, namely, and , before they are used
and
tions in
.
to update the set
and
is evaluated by an
Each candidate solution in
approximate evaluation method to save computational time.
can be approximately evaluated by the area and cost objective
values of . The area and cost of can be calculated using the
and parameters .
minimal clearances
2) Neighborhood, Moves and Tabu List: In each iteration of
MTS, when the cost objective function is selected as the active
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one, the number of solutions reached by all moves from a current
, where is the number of machines.
solution is
When the area objective function is chosen as the active one,
the neighborhood size can be reduced by excluding those moves
that cannot improve the area objective.
We observe that swapping any two machines belonging to
the shorter row cannot reduce the objective function value of
area. In the approximate evaluation method, a discrete solution
is evaluated by , which is constructed by separating any two
machines by their minimal clearance. As shown in Fig. 2, the
length of row 2 is shorter than that of row 1. In this case, swapping any two machines in row 2 cannot reduce the objective
value of area. If this swap leads to increasing the length of row
2, making the length of row 2 greater than that of row 1, then
this swap will increase the total area; if this swap results in the
length of row 2 remaining shorter than that of row 1, then the
area is unchanged. The layout area is determined by the longer
row, which is called the critical row and the machines on the
critical row are termed critical machines. For example, in solution , row 1 is the critical row and machines 8, 7, 2, 3, and 1
is constructed using
are critical machines. The move set
only moves where there is at least one critical machine.
The move used to create is added to the tabu list, , which
contains the most-recently swapped machine pairs. If is full,
the earliest move in the list is removed and the current move is
appended.
3) Insertion Operation: The insertion operation is a local
search to change the assignment of a machine from one row to
the other. Each machine in row 1 (row 2) is considered to be
inserted into any location in row 2 (row 1). For an EDRLP with
machines, if a discrete solution has machines in row 1 and
machines in row 2,
, then there are
.
candidate solutions in the insertion set
In each iteration of MTS, when the objective function of
cost is selected as the active one, then the number of candiis
. When the area objective
date solutions in
can be reduced by igfunction is selected, the size of set
noring those candidate solutions that cannot decrease the objective value of area. In this case, inserting a machine into the
critical row will result in increasing area, so that machines belonging to the shorter row are forbidden to be inserted into the
critical row. Assume row 1 is the critical one, then the number
is
.
of candidate solutions in
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Our approach is applied to several typical industrial problem
settings and compared with an exact approach (CPLEX) and a
popular multiobjective genetic algorithm (NSGA-II).
A. Test Problems
contains small-scale problems with 10 maProblem set
chines, and is used to compare MTS-LP with an exact approach
to determine if MTS-LP is able to achieve the Pareto optimal
and
consist of 20 and 30 machines,
front. Problem sets
respectively, which cannot be solved by the exact approach in
an acceptable time. They are used to test the ability of MTS-LP
to handle large-sized problem instances.
Within each problem set three aisle widths between the two
,
and
rows are investigated (i.e.,

TABLE II
ALGORITHM PARAMETERS

). By combining three problem data sets with
three widths a total of nine instances are produced, namely,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
, and
. For each problem instance, the width,
, and depth, , of each machine are chosen as unif[0.5,
,
2.5]. The minimum required clearance between machines,
unif[0.25, 1.5]. Unit flow costs,
, are generated by
is
considering 8–10 product types, where each type may have
20–50 units of production. Each product type is assumed to
visit between 25% and 75% of the machines, thus determining
value is calculated as
a route for each product type. Each
the sum of products whose routes include machine immediately preceding machine . All test problems are available in
the accompanying spreadsheets and represent what might be
typically found in a semiconductor manufacturing setting.
B. Algorithm Parameters
The parameters of MTS-LP consist of those of the TS (shown
in LPM2. Note that
in Table II) and the step size of area
performance is not sensitive to the TS parameter settings and
that these values were chosen after brief experimentation. The
step size of area in LPM2 depends on the number of continuous
(see (24)) desired, such that a smaller step size
solutions in
yields more Pareto solutions. For problem instances with ten
machines, the step size is chosen to be 0.1, and for instances
with 20 and 30 machines, the size is 0.3 and 0.5, respectively.
set
For all problem instances, the maximum size of the
is 30.
C. Comparative Algorithms
1) Exact Approach: CPLEX 12.0 is used to solve the formulation in Section III, where the two objectives are combined
linearly to form a single objective as shown in (25)

(25)
To mimic the continuous nature of , let increase from 0 to
1 by a small step size, using CPLEX to solve the formulation
for each value. By this means, CPLEX is able to find multiple Pareto solutions but not all of them because of the limited
number of values used. For problem instances with ten machines, CPLEX is able to find the optimal solution for each given
value quickly (within 90–150s). In this case, the step size of
is chosen as 0.02. For instances with 20 and 30 machines,
CPLEX cannot obtain optimal solutions within an acceptable
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Fig. 4. Representation of a solution in the NSGA-II for EDRLP.

time, and the step size is assigned to 0.1. Here, the run time of
CPLEX is restricted to 1 hour for each value.
2) NSGA-II: Because the EDRLP defined in this paper is
a newly modeled and solved problem, there are no benchmark
solution methodologies. We have selected a well known multiobjective optimization algorithm, NSGA-II [24] with which to
compare. Reference [25] have demonstrated the use of NSGA-II
to solve a block layout problem in a flexible bay structure [26]
where the number of bays and the sequence of departments
in each bay must be specified (although the exact location for
each department is not identified). In this paper, we extend the
NSGA-II algorithm of [25] to solve the EDRLP.
a) Solution representation: In [25], a solution of the block
layout problem denotes the sequence of departments in each
bay, and is represented by two integer vectors: the first one is a
permutation of all departments and the second one (breakpoints)
identifies the number of departments in each bay. We may use
the solution representation of [25] directly to express the machine sequences in the EDRLP. However, to represent exact machine locations, we devise a real-valued vector, the th gene (element) of which denotes the additional distance between the left
side of machine and the right side of the machine immediately
to its left (let this be machine ). This distance is in addition to
the minimum required separation,
.
For example, the coding of solution
shown in Fig. 2 is
given in Fig. 4, where the second integer vector [5 5] indicates the existence of five machines in row 1 and 5 in row
2. The sequence of machines in each row is identified by the
first integer vector. Each gene of the real-valued distance vector
equals zero because each pair of adjacent machines in is separated by their minimal clearance (i.e., no additional clearance
is observed).
b) Genetic operators: In NSGA-II, the integer and
real-valued codings perform different genetic operations (i.e.,
crossover and mutation operators), respectively. For the integer
coding, we use the genetic operators in [25], which involve the
generic uniform-based crossover and random mutation. For the
real-valued one, the simulated binary crossover (SBX) and the
real-parameter mutation in [24] are used. Other operators, such
as the selection operator, non-dominated sorting, and archive
set updating, are as standard in NSGA-II.
c) Initialization: For each individual in the initial population, its first integer vector is initialized as a random permutation of all machines and each gene of its real-parameter vector
is assigned to a random real number in
. The
first gene of its second integer vector is set to a random integer
in
(where is the number of machines), and let
the second gene equal minus the first one. We do this to restrict the difference between the number of machines in the two
rows since this difference is usually not very large for a Pareto
solution.

Fig. 5. Set

produced using LPM2 for

.

d) Parameters setting: The NSGA-II implementation of
[24] uses a population size of 100, a crossover probability of
0.8, and a mutation probability of
, where is the length
of a solution coding. We also adopt those settings when using
NSGA-II to solve the EDRLP, except that denotes the number
of machines instead of the length of coding.
While [24] employed 250 generations for NSGA-II, we increased the number of generations to 20,000 for problem instances with 10 machines in an effort to improve convergence.
Problem instances with 20 and 30 machines were allowed to run
for 50,000 and 70,000 generations, respectively. We observed
that larger numbers of generations did not improve the quality
of solutions for our test problem instances.
D. Experimental Results
The MTS-LP and NSGA-II algorithms were coded in C, and
all code (including CPLEX 12.0) was executed on an HP 8100
Elite desktop PC with a quad-core Intel i7-860 processor running Ubuntu Linux 10.10 in 64-bit mode. Five independent runs
of MTS-LP and NSGA-II (using a different random starting
point for each run) were performed for each of the nine problem
instances.
, each
1) Small Size Problem Instances: For problem
of the five runs of MTS was able to find the same non-dominated
discrete solutions, indicating that the performance of MTS is
stable for small size instances. For each discrete solution found
by MTS, a set of non-dominated continuous solutions can be
of all non-dominated conproduced using LPM2. The set
is illustrated in Fig. 5, in which
tinuous solutions for
the continuous solutions are denoted by . Since the five runs of
MTS obtain the same discrete solutions, the non-dominated continuous solutions are also the same. Eight sets of non-dominated
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Fig. 6. Pareto solutions found by MTS-LP, NSGAII, and CPLEX for

.

Fig. 7. Pareto solutions found by MTS-LP, NSGAII, and CPLEX for

.

continuous solutions are generated, each of which corresponds
to a discrete solution denoted by in the figure. The solution
in the figure is used as an example in Section IV, and its set
is also illustrated in Fig. 3.
of
is generated by
The final Pareto solution set
(24), represented by large in Fig. 6. It can be observed that
the Pareto set consists of several disconnected segments, each
of which corresponds to a discrete solution.
and
MTS can still find the same
For problems
discrete solutions in each of its five runs. However, since there
(in the
are more non-dominated discrete solutions for
), it is more difficult to find them all. Therecase of
. The
fore, parameter maxIter is given a larger value for
and
are illustrated by a
final Pareto solutions of
large in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively.
Pareto solutions found by the exact approach (CPLEX) and
NSGA-II are also given in Figs. 6–8, respectively. It can be
seen that for each of the three instances CPLEX is able to obtain several Pareto solutions, which are all located at the bound.
aries of the set of non-dominated continuous solutions
Since these are the same as for MTS-LP, we can conclude that

Fig. 8. Pareto solutions found by MTS-LP, NSGAII, and CPLEX for

.

Fig. 9. Pareto solutions found by MTS-LP, NSGAII, and CPLEX for

.

MTS-LP is able to find the true Pareto front for small size problems. Moreover, MTS-LP can find Pareto solutions that are distributed along the Pareto front, while CPLEX can only find the
boundary solutions (that is, and ). From Figs. 6–8, we can
see that the solutions obtained by NSGA-II are worse than those
of MTS-LP. Each run of NSGA-II only finds a part of the Pareto
front obtained by MTS-LP, or cannot find the front at all. The
reason may be twofold: 1) MTS is more effective and stable
than NSGA-II for searching the non-dominated machine sequences and 2) for a given machines sequence, LPM2 can find
all its Pareto optimal solutions, while NSGA-II cannot guarantee finding the optimal ones since it is a heuristic. In addition,
both NSGA-II and CPLEX can only obtain a limited number
of Pareto solutions, while MTS-LP can produce as many Pareto
.
solutions as desired by reducing the step size of area
Table III provides the mean number of iterations of MTS,
and the mean, maximal and minimal runtime over the five runs
by LPM2, and
of MTS, the mean time to produce the set
the total run time of MTS-LP. The mean run time over the five
runs of NSGA-II and the run time of CPLEX are also presented.
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TABLE III
COMPARISON OF RUNTIME FOR THE INSTANCES WITH TEN MACHINES

Fig. 10. Pareto solutions found by MTS-LP, NSGAII, and CPLEX for

.

Fig. 11. Pareto solutions found by MTS-LP, NSGAII, and CPLEX for

.

From this table, it can be seen that MTS-LP can obtain a set of
and
within 1 min and takes
Pareto solutions for
, while CPLEX takes about 2 hours and
about 3 min for
only obtains several Pareto solutions. The run time of NSGA-II
and
,
is similar to that of MTS-LP for instances
.
and shorter than MTS-LP for
2) Large Size Problem Instances: The final Pareto solutions
,
,
found by MTS-LP, NSGA-II, and CPLEX for
are illustrated in Figs. 9–11, respectively. It can be
and
seen that MTS-LP is able to obtain much better Pareto solutions than NSGA-II and CPLEX. The width between rows, ,

Fig. 12. Pareto solutions found by MTS-LP, NSGAII, and CPLEX for

.

Fig. 13. Pareto solutions found by MTS-LP, NSGAII, and CPLEX for

.

does not appear to have much influence on the performance of
MTS-LP. The quality of individual solutions found by NSGA-II
and CPLEX is similar, although NSGA-II is able to find more
Pareto solutions than CPLEX. It should be noted that the performance of NSGA-II is not stable, as each of its runs produces different Pareto solutions and they are all worse than those found
by MTS-LP.
A comparison of run times for MTS-LP, NSGA-II, and
CPLEX is given in Table IV. The run time of CPLEX for
each problem instance is 11 hours, while the run time of
MTS-LP is about 7–10 min. NSGA-II requires a shorter run
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF RUNTIME FOR INSTANCES WITH 20 MACHINES

TABLE V
COMPARISON OF RUNTIME FOR INSTANCES WITH 30 MACHINES

Fig. 14. Pareto solutions found by MTS-LP, NSGAII, and CPLEX for

.

time (2–3 min) because it is a heuristic that does not involve
any exact approach.
Pareto solutions obtained by MTS-LP, NSGA-II, and CPLEX
,
, and
are shown in Figs. 12– 14, refor
spectively. A comparison of run time of MTS-LP, NSGA-II, and
CPLEX for the three instances is given in Table V. The results
here echo those of the preceding problem set.
To investigate the Pareto solutions found by CPLEX when
is increased to 4 hours for each
run longer, the time for
value (for a total runtime of 44 hours). Resulting Pareto solutions are represented by large in Fig. 13, where it is clear
that CPLEX still cannot obtain satisfactory Pareto solutions. In
fact, a small test for values of 0 and 0.7 reveals that if the runtime were increased to 12 hours (represented by large circles)
and 20 hours (large stars) for each , CPLEX is still unable to
obtain Pareto solutions of a quality comparable to those found
by MTS-LP.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a common problem in the microelectronics
manufacturing industry is formulated and solved for the first
time. This problem includes both discrete and continuous

decision variables, and its Pareto front consists of several
disconnected segments, each of which is a set of continuous
Pareto solutions.
Experimental results show that MTS-LP greatly improves
upon NSGA-II and an exact approach for problems of more
than trivial size. The MTS-LP is not sensitive to search parameter values or to starting solutions. It runs quickly and covers
the breadth of the Pareto front well. The solutions allow a decision maker to choose amongst superior layout possibilities, depending on the preference between a small footprint versus less
operational cost in the form of material handling savings. Because these costs are dissimilar—the first a onetime cost while
the second an ongoing cost—combining them into a single objective would be difficult from a decision making perspective.
Future work includes examining this problem for multiple
manufacturing periods and for more than two rows of machines.
Another aspect is to consider relayout where there are existing
machines and utilities and the cost of rearrangement must be
considered.
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